Von Ryan Express Football League

MEMO

TO: Team Owners
FROM: Bob Kostas, Sports Announcer
Later TV
DATE: 10/04/88
RE: WEEK 5

The scores for the previous week are attached. Your submission form for the upcoming week is due no later than Friday of this week.

Football, it has been said, is a game of inches. Now it is a game of decimals. Cesar continues his furious rally in an attempt to break Mike's spellbinding hold on first place (21 consecutive weeks - a new record). He now trails by a mere 0.2 points. Mike could have jetted ahead by a larger margin had he used Freeman McNeil (151 points) instead of Tim Smith (43 points). Bob "Stump" Wolk made great advances, knocking Kevelway out of 5th place by a mere 0.55 points. Meanwhile Chris, continuing his demise, scoring several thousand decimals less than everyone else. Sheila and Bruce both made up ground on the front runners, Bruce slightly Quicker than Sheila.

Could the key week by the upcoming week? It certainly seems so with Cesar closing rapidly on Mike (or is Mike falling off the pace having served his purpose as a rabbit for the field). Sheila is trying to hang on while anxiously awaiting Bernie Kosar's return. Meanwhile Bruce lost his starting WR for 6-8 weeks (read: season). John "I'm the #1 pick" Elway continues to falter for Kevelway. Is Guido back after one bad week? We'll see on our next episode of This Week In Football.

Stars for the Week
- QB - Boomer "Sooner" Esiason 386 points (MLR)
- RB - Eric "The Red" Dickerson 199 points (CA)
- WR - Roy "green" Green 190 points (SR)
- K - Morton "true blue, it's through" Anderson 50 points (CA)

Records scores to date:
- Team high: Cesar Alaniz - 1060 (week 4)
  Mike Ryan - 1049 (week 2)
  Sheila Ryan - 887 (week 4)
- Team low: E.T.'s Space Marauders - 342 (week 3)
  Chris Maksym - 439 (week 5)
  Chris Maksym - 475 (week 3)

Average Team Score, League: 686
- QB high: 415 - Boomer Essiason (Cinn) Mike, week 2
- RB high: 227 - Hershel Walker (Dallas) Mike, week 2
- WR high: 355 - Jerry Rice (San Francisco) Cesar, week 4
- K high: 120 - Dean Biasucci (Ind.) Bruce, week 4

Injury/Waiver/Trade Line:
- Neal Anderson - accidentally inhaled freon from a crushed line while moving a refrigerator into the home of William Perry. Seems that Mr. Perry was running out of space in his other 2 refrigerators. Neal suffered 3rd degree freon inhalation burns and is expected to return as soon as he comes back from the ozone layer.